


THE
STORY

THE IDEA

Jenan first had the idea for the KAZbrella during 
a conversation with his mother-in- law when he 
saw her umbrella dripping on her floor. He has 
since spent many hours on research, perfecting his 
unique design and creating countless prototypes. 
The aim was to design a completely new 
mechanism, whilst remaining stylish and retaining 
the aesthetic look of the classic umbrella. 

Jenan created the world’s first reversible 
mechanism with a patented uncoupling system 
for tensioning the canopy.

THE INVENTOR

Inventor, Jenan Kazim, was born in Cyprus 
in 1955. As a boy, he had a keen interest in 
learning how the things around him worked. 
After moving to England, Jenan graduated 
from Loughborough University as an Aero-
nautical Engineer in 1981. He completed his 
Masters Degree in Civil Engineering at the 
City University, London, the following year. 
After graduating, Jenan developed his career 
as a highly sought-after structural engineer, 
working on a number of successful projects 
across the globe. Jenan continues to find 
ways to push forward KAZ engineering and 
incorporate new technology.



KAZbrella was unveiled on Kickstarter, a crowd-funding 
website. It far exceeded it’s goal and the support from 
backers was incredible.

The KAZbrella recieved worldwide media coverage. 

“KAZbrella is one of the 20 most innovative Kick-
starter Campaigns.” Gizmodo

KAZbrella: Awarded for outstanding performance 
in technology commercialisation.

T H E  U M B R E L L A  E N G I N E E R E D

“It is in our nature as human 
beings to improve things.  
When I see something wrong 
in design, I need to find a 

solution to try and fix it.” 

Jenan Kazim, Inventor 



Precise engineering and mathematical equations are used to 
ensure the KAZbrella outperforms a conventional umbrella 
whilst keeping its familiar aesthetics and usability. This has 
not yet been achieved by any other umbrella designer.

Over 55 bespoke parts

Unique canopy tensioning system

Aeroelastic technology - 
Engineered to respond to the force of the wind

British 
Design

Brand 
Identity 

Patented 
Technology

Dedication
 to Detail

Patented reverse folding frame



THE TECHNOLOGY



THE
BENEFITS



DRY TO HOLD - The reverse folding mechanism ensures the KAZbrella 
is dry to handle.

OPENS AND CLOSES IN CONFINED SPACES - The KAZbrella opens 
up and over the user avoiding poking people in the eye. Perfect in a crowd! 

EASY TO GET IN AND OUT OF THE CAR - Getting in and out of 
your car in the rain is not a problem as you can close the KAZbrella into the 
smallest gap of a car door, whilst remaining dry.

STRONG IN WIND - In the unlikely event of the KAZbrella flipping in 
strong winds, it can be reverted to its original shape at the push of a button, 
using its patented latch release system.



WWW.KAZBRELLA.COM


